Code and title of specialty (direction): 035 “Philology”.
Title of specialization: 035.01 Philology (Ukrainian Language and Literature).
Code and title of the field of knowledge: 03 “Humanities”.
Qualification: Higher Education teacher, philologist-researcher.
Number of credits: 90 ECTS credits
Grade of higher education: the second (Master), corresponds to the seventh
qualification level of Ukrainian National Framework of Qualifications.
Requirements to the previous education grade: a person has the right to acquire a
Master's degree in case of possession of a Bachelor's or a Specialist degree in appropriate
directions of education. Provided that the previous degree was obtained in another country, it
requires nostrification.
Qualification requirements: the higher education document is issued to a person who
had successfully completed the educational program and was certified. Graduation
certification is carried out by assessing the degree of competence formation. Form of
attestation – public defense of a Master’s thesis.
Program study results: knowledge of the Ukrainian language in its literary form and
dialect diversity; ability to analyze the language in its historical development and present state,
using the general linguistics system of basic concepts and terms; orientation in the main stages
of the language science history and modern linguistics problems, awareness of the literary
process laws, the artistic significance of literary work in its social and cultural relationships,
determining the artistic identity of the writer works and creativity as a whole, knowledge of
the basic methods of linguistic and literary analysis, teaching of Ukrainian language and
literature in educational establishments; teaching of Ukrainian language and literature in
general and specialized schools, specialized classes and gymnasiums, lyceums and vocational
education establishments and in higher educational establishments of І-ІІ, ІІІ-ІV accreditation
levels; verbal and written texts translation into Ukrainian from Russian and vice versa;
conducting of consultations on philological issues in management organizations, production
and commercial enterprises and firms, correction of texts in the media; free possession of
fundamental philological knowledge necessary for research and production tasks solving in the
field of philology, ability to determine independently the scientific research tasks in the field
of philology and solve them using modern methodologies, techniques and information
technologies; ability to conduct training sessions in all types educational establishments, as
well as to prepare interactive educational and methodological complexes in Ukrainian
language and literature; possession of practical skills of designing, constructing, modeling of
educational process in all types educational establishments, possessing of pedagogical
technique of professional and pedagogical communication on the basis of psychophysiological
bases knowledge and peculiarities of teacher pedagogical creativity, mastery, creative
pedagogical activity.
Employment competences: Master of Specialty 035.01 Philology (Ukrainian Language
and Literature) can work as a teacher of Ukrainian language and literature in secondary
schools, vocational schools, colleges, universities of III-IV accreditation level, employee of
the advertising department, specialist in public relations and media, translation editor, an
employee of the media editorial staff, a copywriter, a freelancer.
Further study perspective: Master of Specialty 035.01 Philology (Ukrainian Language
and Literature) can continue studying in postgraduate school.
Department graduating a student with degree: Department of Ukrainian Philology
and Journalism.
Institute / Faculty: Faculty of Humanities, Psychology and Pedagogy.
Educational program supervisor: Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, Associate
Professor Halyna Bondarenko, ukr_mova@snu.edu.ua, +38(050)180-07-40.

